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Welcome

Mihi and Karakia

James Tipping, EA
Debbie Francis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DebbieWelcome, and thank you for joining us. It’s good to see so many faces form such a diversity of organisations, coming together to collaborate to achieve a very important goal. James - KarakiaJames:   [context]Now is the time to update the MDC guidelines and VC guidelines:  out of date, and still pose some serious risksheightened uncertainty and financial insecurity in this post-covid economic recovery phase. Two existing guidelines: ‘Guideline on arrangements to assist vulnerable consumers’ and the ‘Guideline on arrangements to assist medically dependent consumers’ (referred to jointly as the MDC-VC guidelines) have not been maintained and suffer from a number of issues. In April 2020, the Authority asked all Type 1 retailers and The Lines Company to assess whether their processes aligned with two existing guidelines. Thank you for your responses. Awareness of and alignment with these Guidelines are high. They have generally served New Zealand consumers well, and electricity system stakeholders can be proud of their shared commitment to implementing them.However there are some practical issues with the Guidelines, which have not been updated since 2010.   There is also no formal feedback and learning loop between the Authority, industry participants and the various agencies that support vulnerable or medically dependent customers.And so that’s why we are all here today – because the Authority is updating the Guidelines in their entirety, prior to the end of this calendar year. This is consistent with a recommendation made by the Electricity Pricing Review.  During June and July 2020 the Authority will hold a series workshops to hear from our stakeholders and inform the update of the Guidelines.  Today is the initial session, Workshop One is on Wednesday next week. We’re looking forward to an open, collaborative approach and thank you all again for joining us today. Debbie:  [intros] We will now hear from the Minister for Energy and Resources, Hon Megan WoodsWe’re also very appreciative to have with us today, XXXXX, who was involved in family liaison for the terrible situation back in 2007 when a supply disconnection caused Mrs Folole Muliaga, a Samoan mother of four, to loose the support of her oxgen support machine, and, she died. Thank you XXX for joining us today[Intro for the MRP speaker / TBC who, so what James/Debbie says]
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Fit for purpose guidelines

• Now is the time to update the MDC guidelines and VC 
guidelines

• Electricity Authority inherited guidelines in 2010

• Driven positive consumer outcomes since their establishment

• COVID-19 brought them sharply into focus 

• Much has changed since 2010

• Consumer centricity lies at the heart of the Authority’s new 
strategy

• Energy hardship a key focus of the 2018-19 Electricity Price 
Review

James Tipping, EA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James:   [context]Now is the time to update the MDC guidelines and VC guidelines:  out of date, and still pose some serious risksheightened uncertainty and financial insecurity in this post-covid economic recovery phase. When we refer to ‘guidelines’ we mean both sets: ‘Guideline on arrangements to assist vulnerable consumers’ and the ‘Guideline on arrangements to assist medically dependent consumers’ These have not been maintained and suffer from a number of issues. In April 2020, the Authority asked all Type 1 retailers and The Lines Company to assess whether their processes aligned with two existing guidelines. Thank you for your responses. Awareness of and alignment with these Guidelines are high. They have generally served New Zealand consumers well, and electricity system stakeholders can be proud of their shared commitment to implementing them.However there are some practical issues with the Guidelines, which have not been updated since 2010.   There is also no formal feedback and learning loop between the Authority, industry participants and the various agencies that support vulnerable or medically dependent customers.And so that’s why we are all here today – because the Authority is updating the Guidelines in their entirety, prior to the end of this calendar year. This is consistent with a recommendation made by the Electricity Pricing Review.  During June and July 2020 the Authority will hold a series workshops to hear from our stakeholders and inform the update of the Guidelines.  Today is the initial session, Workshop One is on Wednesday next week. We’re looking forward to an open, collaborative approach and thank you all again for joining us today. Debbie:  [intros] We’re also very appreciative to have with us today Helen Tua and James Moulder, both of whom were involved in the terrible situation back in 2007 when a supply disconnection caused Mrs Folole Muliaga, a Samoan mother of four, to loose the support of her oxgen support machine, and, she died. Thank you XXX for joining us today[Intro for the MRP speaker / TBC who, so what James/Debbie says]



• Set the scene for the overall process: reflections

• Reiterate the case for change

• Communicate key themes from feedback on the phase 1 
addendum consultation

• Test a set of proposed design principles for the phase 2 
update process

• Provide an overview of phase 2’s process and timeline

• Preview potential customer personas
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Today we will cover

Debbie Francis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Debbie
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Reflections

Debbie Francis

• Reflections on the introduction of the original MDC and VC 
guidelines.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Debbie to introduce Helen James and HelenWe’re also very appreciative to have with us today Helen Tua - who was the core family liaison - during the terrible situation back in May 2007 when a supply disconnection caused Mrs Folole Muliaga, a Samoan mother of four, to loose the support of her oxygen support machine. We’ll hear first from Helen, and then a message from James Moulder, Genesis Board of Directors and previously GM at Mercury, also back in 2007Thank you Helen for joining us today.  We’ll now just take a moment to switch viewing screens[   Helen/James to cover: The context in the sector in the mid-2000sIndustry practices and guidelines (or lack thereof) – noting that the EC’s VC guidelines came in in 2005Some of the fall-out for you personally and for the company, e.g. brand and valueThe measures put in place immediately afterThe impact it has had on Mercury’s internal cultureThe legacy as it lives on today – culture, process, customer focus, etc  ]
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Why change is needed

• Potential for consumer distress and/or medical harm if communications are 
not effective or a disconnection is premature or could have been avoided

WHAT – the potential risks

The existing guidelines have limitations:
• inconsistent interpretation - lack of clarity
• inadequate coverage - don’t cover modern tech or operating practices
• don’t support any monitoring - don’t contain information loops
• don’t support retailer competition, innovation or operating efficiencies:

- not a level playing field for all retailers
- interface between customers/suppliers/agencies is not consistent
- are overly prescriptive in some areas

WHY – the challenges

James Tipping, EAQuestions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JT: The existing guidelines  - and their receiving environment (consumers and retailers) suffer from lack of clarity leading to lack of consistency in interpretation. This can lead to consumer stress, and consumer harm Debbie:  Host questions



• These Guidelines are different to other Guidelines
• Affects wide range of stakeholders: participants, consumers and 

government agencies and wider organisations

• Last updated 2010-2012

• Includes type 1 and 2 retailers

• Authority and industry identified shortcomings caused by 
changing technology and processes

• 3 of which appear urgent and can be dealt with relatively easily

• the rest are more complex and involve multiple stakeholders
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Phase 1 Addendum: context

Ron Beatty, EA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ron:Prepay metering – not clear in existing guidelines that customers opt out of notification process when accepting prepayprepay requires further controls so that prepay is not forced onto customers to reduce visible credit disconnectionsRemote disconnection and reconnectionretailers should disconnect only the POCs they are responsible forthe guidelines seek outcomes for consumers and not customers – follow the disconnection process for occupied vacant propertiesRetailer-customer-consumer-premisesThere are a lot of other issues to deal with hereSet out process for consumers where the consumer is not the customerClarify that if an account holder, MDC/VC or alternate contact does not share information, a retailer has no way of knowing that there is an MDC/VC within a domestic premises.
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Phase 1 Addendum: key themes

Proposal Feedback Taking on board feedback, Authority will:

Agree Propose 
changes

Disagree

Prepay metering 7 3 4 • Amend para 7(g) to allow for some manual 
disconnection within the process provided 
that the proves is otherwise automatic

Remote 
disconnection and 
reconnection 

4 10 4 • Amend para 8(d)(i) to clarify who should be 
contacting the consumer and to remove 
ambiguity that a retailer can disconnect 
occupied and vacant premises

• Amend para 8(e) to include ‘reasonable’ 
endeavors and remove reference to paras 43 
to 47 of the VC Guideline. 

• Para 42 stays in

Retailer-customer-
consumer-premises

8 2 3 • Delete para 10(e) as it is also contained in 
the existing Guidelines

17 submissions received: 

Ron Beatty, EA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ron:Prepay metering not clear in existing guidelines that customers opt out of notification process when accepting prepayprepay requires further controls so that prepay is not forced onto customers to reduce visible credit disconnections7(g)Submitter – sometimes manual intervention in an automated system is necessaryPrepay will be examined in more detail during Phase 2 due to possibility of hiding credit disconnection stats – case in the UK with suddenly decreasing visible disconnection as retailers pushed all vulnerable to prepay.Remote disconnection and reconnectionretailers should disconnect only the POCs they are responsible forthe guidelines seek outcomes for consumers and not customers – follow the disconnection process for occupied vacant properties8(d)(i) and 8(e)Ref to para 42 remains and sets out what is reasonable. Timing issues should be discussed in Phase 2 time requirements on consumers to respondUse of registry address is not always reasonable, changed or different address, English, illness, delayed switchRetailer-customer-consumer-premisesThere are a lot of other issues to deal with hereSet out process for consumers where the consumer is not the customerClarify that if an account holder, MDC/VC or alternate contact does not share information, a retailer has no way of knowing that there is an MDC/VC within a domestic premises.10(e)Had been included for completeness as the addendum is a stand alone document
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• Involvement of the consumer voice

• Improving processes by which customers in hardship are connected into 
community-based social services (such as FinCap) or referred into programmes 
like EnergyMate

• Long-term benefits to consumers is more than just “operational efficiencies”

• Guideline recommendations that apply to an MDC/VC, alternate contact or 
account holder, raise a number of practical issues

• The Guidelines should be clear about what happens if 
• the consumer prevents verification
• customers will not respond to retailers

• Clear definitions

Phase 1 Addendum: some wider themes
(will be addressed in Phase 2)

Ron Beatty, EA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ron:Prepay metering not clear in existing guidelines that customers opt out of notification process when accepting prepayprepay requires further controls so that prepay is not forced onto customers to reduce visible credit disconnections7(g)Submitter – sometimes manual intervention in an automated system is necessaryPrepay will be examined in more detail during Phase 2 due to possibility of hiding credit disconnection stats – case in the UK with suddenly decreasing visible disconnection as retailers pushed all vulnerable to prepay.Remote disconnection and reconnectionretailers should disconnect only the POCs they are responsible forthe guidelines seek outcomes for consumers and not customers – follow the disconnection process for occupied vacant properties8(d)(i) and 8(e)Ref to para 42 remains and sets out what is reasonable. Timing issues should be discussed in Phase 2 time requirements on consumers to respondUse of registry address is not always reasonable, changed or different address, English, illness, delayed switchRetailer-customer-consumer-premisesThere are a lot of other issues to deal with hereSet out process for consumers where the consumer is not the customerClarify that if an account holder, MDC/VC or alternate contact does not share information, a retailer has no way of knowing that there is an MDC/VC within a domestic premises.10(e)Had been included for completeness as the addendum is a stand alone document



• Authority will now finalise the addendum 

making amendments based on feedback, 

noting that
• This Addendum is a temporary solution

• The issues covered in it will be examined again, in more detail, during 
Phase 2, so further changes could be made.
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Phase 1 Addendum: next steps

Ron Beatty, EAQuestions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ron:
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Phase 2: Proposed design principles for the update

•Consumers can initiate the identification process, but are not relied as the only method to identify 
•Other parties can initiate the identification process. 

The right consumers are identified

•Processes are accessible
•Privacy is maintained
•Communication is timely, and clear
•Appropriate advice given (in advance)

Manaakitanga guides the consumer experience, every time

•Retailers engage
•Retailers face an even playing field (processes are predictable and consistent) and retailers can recoup costs
•Processes make sense:  intervention is early, and communication channels are easy to use (also for retailers)
•Interfaces are efficient
•Guidelines support retailer innovation

A level playing field and support for innovation for retailers

If payment issues arise:
• Early contact and intervention
• Options given
• Support offered, including referrals to wider agencies

James Tipping, EA
Tamara Linnhoff, EA

Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
James to introduce- Consumer centric [has own notes]TamaraHave relied on what has come beforeERANZ  2018 Voluntary Practice BenchmarksTreasury’s Government expectations for good regulatory practice – used to be called best practice principles for regulation (BPRs)Treasury’s principles – laudable aims: Regulation significantly shapes the everyday lives of New Zealanders. It recognises and protects their wide-ranging rights and interests, and can assist them to interact with others and with the state on clear, fair and efficient terms. But regulation can also impose costs, limit freedoms, stifle innovation, and give rise to other unintended consequences. The well-being of all New Zealanders therefore vitally depends on the quality of our regulatory design and practice.Guidelines are ‘soft’ regulation (with a lower case r) – principles apply.  Relevant principles include that a regulatory system: has clear objectives seeks to achieve those objectives in a least cost way, and with the least adverse impact on market competition, property rights, and individual autonomy and responsibility is flexible enoughallows regulators to adapt their regulatory approach to the needs of different regulated parties, and to allow those parties to adopt efficient or innovative approaches to meeting their regulatory obligations has processes that produce predictable and consistent outcomes for regulated parties across time and place is proportionate, fair and equitable in the way it treats regulated parties minimises unintended gaps, overlaps and doesn’t create inconsistent or duplicative requirements supports compliance with Treaty of Waitangi obligations has scope to evolve in response to changing circumstances or new information on the regulatory system’s performance.The principles: GROUPED: Proposed design principles are grouped as relating to:Identifying the right consumers Treating all consumers with manakitangaEnsuring all retailers can compete on a level playing field and innovate. The proposed principles are: IdentificationThe right consumers are defined as MDC or VCConsumers can initiate the identification process, but are not relied as the only method to identify Other parties can initiate the identification process. MDVC consumer experience principlesManakitanga: the process of showing respect, generosity and care for others. Consumers are treated with respect (including cultural sensitivities), understanding and compassion:The processes for identifying as a MDC or VC, and managing issues, are accessible.Consumers’ privacy is maintained. Retailers seek MDVC’s permission to share information with social and support agencies about the consumers’ difficulty in paying electricity bills.Communication is timely and clear: Communication channels with retailers are easy for MDVCs to useRetailers undertake reasonable checks to confirm that the MDVC has understood the information provided.If payment issues arise: Early intervention: MDVCs experiencing difficulty paying their electricity bills (either temporarily or on a long-term basis) are identified as early as possible.Advice: MDVCs receive the right advice (ahead of any problems)Options: MDVCs with overdue payments are provided with a range of payment options that assist them in reducing their debt.Customer support: the right support mechanisms for the MDVC are activatedRetail principlesRetailers engage: Frontline staff are trained and empowered to assist MDVCs facing difficulty in paying electricity billsRetailers face an even playing field: A level platform (retailers): The agreed minimum standards are consistently met by all distributors and retailers Cost recovery: Retailers are able to recoup the cost to serve MDVCs and are not required to supply in perpetuityProcesses: Intervention in the credit/disconnection process occurs as early as possible when there is an indication that a vulnerable consumer is having difficulty paying an electricity bill. Intervention will include an offer of early referral to relevant social and support agencies at the first signs of vulnerability.The system works: Communication channels btw suppliers and MDVCs, and between suppliers and support agencies, are clear and easy to use (WINZ don’t have to deal with 41 different retailers in different ways ).Efficient processes:Ensure interfaces between agencies and retailers (and possibly between retailers and other retailers) are as efficient as possible Innovation: Guidelines are prescriptive only where essential, to support the use of developing technology and innovation. �  QUESTIONS



•Customer 
journey maps 
for vulnerable 
and medically 
dependent 
consumers.

EXPLORING 
CUSTOMER 
JOURNEYS

•Consider 
alternative 
conceptual 
models for the 
proposed new 
guideline(s).

OPTIONS FOR 
GUIDELINES

•Collaborative 
design

•Test alignment 
with 
principles, 
practicality, 
social agency.

DESIGN AND 
TESTING

•Page turn 
assessment of 
first draft of 
guidelines,  
testing 
alignment 
with consumer 
journeys.

SUMMARY 
WORKSHOP AND 

DETAILED TESTING •Final edits and 
as appropriate

•Brief formal 
consultation 
on proposed 
guidelines

•Promulgation.

REFINE AND 
FINALISE
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Phase 2: the process and timeline

1 July 15 July 29 July 13 August by end 
2020

Debbie FrancisQuestions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DebbieExplain consultation – 4 weeks, as asking for changes in processes, official sign off within partiesDate change – 12 to 13 August
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Phase 2: consumer centric

Medically dependent Vulnerable

Preview our consumer personas
(We’ll explore and refine next week)

Tamara Linnhoff, EA
Debbie Francis

Questions?

Frank Lea

Jason AmenaWiremu Gladys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recognition: have built on existing sources (and images are from MSD’s XXXXX]Introduce each personaWe will be sending personas out this coming Friday – useful to have a quick read before next week’s workshop. Next week, we’ll introduce personas in more detail, explain how we’ve tried to incorporate potential chnalegnes consumers and retailers face, cover the types of support agencies.  Am very much looking forward to hearing your thoughts. 



• A living FAQ and suggestions page has been created:
https://www.ea.govt.nz/development/work-programme/operational-

efficiencies/medically-dependent-consumer-and-vulnerable-consumer-
guidelines/mdvc-q-and-a/

• Please send questions or suggestions to:
MDVC.guidelines@ea.govt.nz
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An open collaborative process

Questions?

Debbie Francis
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